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Introduction
 Over the past decade, researches on movie analysis 

attempt to solve the most notorious problem—the 
semantic gap. However, it seems that approaches based 
on audiovisual features face an unbreakable impediment.

 These studies come from “frame-level” analysis, which is 
based on shot change detection and keyframe selection 
to “event-level” analysis, which further considers the 
temporal context or objects in the scenes and achieves 
the detection of some important events such as dialog
and gunplay .



Introduction
 In this work, we propose a story-level analysis system 

based on the social relationships between characters.
 We proposed an SNA-based approach to analyze movies 

in . Leading roles and corresponding communities can be 
automatically identified by checking the social 
relationships between characters.



Definition of RoleNet
 A model that is suitable to describe roles’ relationship 

should possess the following characteristics.
 Representing relationships effectively
 Facilitating systematic analysis:

 Definition: A RoleNet is a weighted graph expressed by

 Where  V = 

E =
W :  wij in W represents the strenth of the 

relationship between vi and vj



Construction of RoleNet

■: scenes
●: roles



Community Analysis
 RoleNet Construction

 Leading roles determination

 Community identification



Community Analysis 
–Bilateral movie analysis



Leading roles determination
 In SNA, evaluating the impact of each individual is one of 

the earliest issues. It is known as the centrality problem.
 Based on RoleNet, we evaluate the centrality of the node 

(role) as



Community identification

 Vp: the first leading role , Vq: the second leading role
 △is a set of binary labels :
δi= 0 , if vi is assigned to the community led by vp
δi= 1 , if vi is assigned to the community led by vq

 C(△) Is the closeness between two communities.



Community Analysis 
–Generalization
 Automatically determining the number of leading roles
 Analyzing finer communities
 Micro (i.e. 4 and 8)



Leading roles determination

 Calculate the centrality value of each role
 Sort the centrality values in descending order



Leading roles determination

 Calculate the centrality difference between two adjacent 
roles.

 Find the maximum point in the difference distribution.



Micro-Community Identification
 Remove the leading roles and the edges linked to them 

from the RoleNet. 



Micro-Community Identification



Micro-Community Identification
 We design a measurement to evaluate the community 

case at different levels. For the level t , the measurement 
is defined as



Macro-Community Identification
 {4} ,

{3,5,6,7},
{8},
{9,10},
{11,12},
{13,14}



Story Segmentation
 Scene Representation
 We describe scenes by “the context of roles” rather than 

audiovisual features. Story segmentation is achieved by 
comparing the role’s context in successive scenes.

 Story Segmentation



Scene Representation

(Normalized)



Story Segmentation

 2<= i <=N-2



Story Segmentation



Story Segmentation



Evaluation
 DataSet
 10 Hollywood movies and 3 TV shows to evaluate the methods. 

 These movies have different numbers of leading roles.
 The total length of the evaluation is over 21 hr and 428 story 

segments are included. 
 Over 97% of scenes actually contain face information, 

which provides a solid foundation for us to reveal role’s 
social relationship. 

 The experimental results are based on the manually-
labeled data. 

 Automate the whole process and demonstrate the 
corresponding results.



Community Analysis





Performance of Leading Roles Determination
 The promising performance comes from two reasons.
 1) Leading roles pass through most scenes in a movie and have close 

relationship with others.
 2) Based on the representation of RoleNet, leading roles can be 

clearly identified by measuring the impact of different roles.
 The performance in TV shows is worse than that in movies.
 TV shows often last for less than 30 minutes 
 TV shows have fewer than 30 scenes. 
 The pace of shows is fast, because directors have to use short and 

fewer scenes to present stories. 
 The selected TV shows include many leading roles. 

 People can infer what happen and understand the subtle 
relationships between roles quickly, but the proposed method 
still appeals to the well-constructed relationships based on the 
frequent co-occurrence of roles.



Performance of Community Identification
 The performance of the proposed community process is very 

promising for movies.
 The trend of mutual relationship is apparent, and the proposed 

method catches this characteristic.
 The identification performance of TV shows is worse because we 

face the same situation as described in the previous section. 
 To verify the length issue, we especially concatenate two episodes of 

“Sex and The City” (Season 2, Episodes 11 and 12) into a one-hour 
video and perform the same processes for leading role 
determination and community analysis. 

 All four leading roles are correctly determined, and the results of 
community analysis are much better than that of analyzing one 
episode only. 

 This result verifies the length issue and reveals the limitation of the 
proposed methods as well.









Purity
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Conclusion
 The idea of SNA to do movie analysis
 An approach to model roles’ interrelationship as a 

network
 Novel algorithms to analyze social relationships in movies
 A social-relation-based story segmentation method
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